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EVENTS: 
 

August 13, 2020 
Town Council Meeting 
Town Hall 5:30 pm 

August 18, 2020 
Special Town Council Meeting 
Town Hall, 5:03 pm  
CANVASS VOTE 

August 19, 2020 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW TOWN 
MANAGER?? 

August 19, 2020 
WPRA RODEO at Payson Event Center 
6:00pm 

August 20, 2020 
World’s Oldest Continuous Rodeo at 
Payson Event Center - 7:00 pm 

August 21, 2020 
World’s Oldest Continuous Rodeo at 
Payson Event Center - 1:00 pm 

August 21, 2020 
World’s Oldest Continuous Rodeo at 
Payson Event Center - 7:00 pm 

 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Views and opinions expressed in The 
Payson News are those of the authors, 

and do not necessarily reflect our policy 
or position; none of which are intended 

to malign anyone or anything. The 
Freedom Press, LLC.  

Out with the old, in with the TRUE!

ELECTION UPDATE  PAGE 4 ★ POWER WITH THE PEOPLE PAGE 5 ★  RODEO 8/20/20 Page 9 

FUN FACT:  The tongue is the only muscle in one’s body that is attached from one end.
 PAGE 1

It is safe to say that Tuesday, August 4th, did not 
start out like any other day.   People were up 
early, and setting up tables and booths at the 
three polling stations in Payson for the Primary 
Election.   The Church of the Nazarene, Mt Cross 
Lutheran Church, and Expedition Church all had 
volunteers setting up as early as 5:00am.   The 
polls for the primary election opened at 6:00am 
and remained open till 7:00pm Tuesday. 
Voters that had chosen not to mail in their 
ballots flocked to the three sites throughout the 
day, casting their ballots for Town Mayor, three 
Council seats, and various State and County 
positions.   At the end of the day, many of the 
races were too close to call. 
At the time of this writing, Mayor Tom Morrissey 
appears to have won reelection with 3125 votes 
(50.41%), to Jennifer Smith's 3058 (49.33%).  
All votes still need to be certified; probably later 
this week. In other local races of interest,  6 
candidates were running. to fill the 3 open town 
council seats.   The current final uncertified totals 
for those seats are as follows: Scott Nossek, 
3384, Barbara Underwood, 3069, Jolynn 
Schinstock, 2700, Deborah Rose, 2530, Dave 

Golembewski, 2494, and Janell Sterner, 2036.  
Due to a runoff formula from the State of Arizona 
Revised Statutes, it appears Jolynn Schinstock 
and Deborah Rose are headed for a runoff 
election in the General Election on November 
3rd. 

Election day was not without its moments of 
drama. Multiple complaints were received by the 
Gila County Registrar Marshall's monitoring the 
situations.   Representatives from both camps 
were at all three polling locations.    Accusations 
were tossed about in sometimes contentious 
exchanges between the two camps in at least 
one location.     Even a few charges of voter 
harassment were bantered about involving 
volunteers and staff at the locations.   There were 
comments heard throughout, that perhaps the 
voting stations should be moved away from the 
churches and back to the schools as they were in 
the past. 

Regardless of the philosophy you maintain, 
regarding the direction the town should take 
moving forward, one thing is clear.  Elections are 
never dull in Payson.  ★ ★ ★ ★ 

IS THE BATTLE ON? 

Deborah Rose Jolynn Schinstock

By Paul Frommelt
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FUNFACT:  The longest Cricket Test match lasted over 12 days between England and South Africa. PAGE 2
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The Primary Election is in the books.   The 
ballots are counted, and some of the dust is 
settling.   So, I think it is time to give credit, 
where credit is due.   It is time to thank those 
who helped reelect Mayor Tom Morrissey! 
First, a big round of applause to the slander 
site "A Better Payson" on Facebook, and the 
Godaddy [1] website "toxictom.net," aka 
“Morrisseylies”.[2] Without the negativity, the 
slander, and the flat-out untruths, along with 
their silly 'toxic' caricatures to help us, we 
probably wouldn't have been able to 
accomplish our goal of reelecting Mayor 
Morrissey.   In much the same way, their 
former Facebook slander site (now dissolved) 
from two years ago called "Payson Politics" 
helped the citizens pass Propositions 401 and 
402.   These two new additions to the world of 
"NASTY", revealed to voters the type of 
behavior our Mayor has been fighting.   So, I 
offer a special thanks,  to the type of behavior 
our Mayor has been fighting.   So, I offer a 
special thanks,  to the administrators of those 
two sites.   And let's not forget their artist, who 
certainly went above and beyond, in her failed 
attempts to ridicule our mayor.   So much 
wasted talent there.   I'm certain it will 
resurface somewhere else. 
Thank You,  to the fake Facebook profile Don 
Fair.   His incessant nonsensical rantings 
against anyone who questioned the MHA, or 
the RCEA-SLE, or the RCEF, assured our victory.  
His actions mirrored those of another fake 
profile from the last election who called 
himself "Jack Hastings".   I wish to thank the 
one person behind those profiles.   It was nice 
to have you around this time also!   Keep up 
the good work on our behalf.   And never lose 
your ability to repeatedly copy and paste the 
same article again and again on the type of 
behavior our mayor has been fighting.   So, I 
offer a special thanks,  to the the article again 
and again on the same page or group.    No 
one ever took you seriously anyway, but it was 
fun to keep you going by appealing to your 
ego and false sense of importance and self-
worth.   It added some humor to an otherwise 
"toxic" situation, and gave all Facebook users 
someone to laugh at. 
There were other players we should not 
forget.   These players' have expertise that is 
unexcelled in the field of profanity laced 
Facebook posts and endless diatribe. They 

attack anyone desiring to end the influence of 
special interests in our community..  As they attack 
and degrade good people, they also create a toxic 
(There’s that word again) political environment in 
our town, discouraging many good people to 
dismiss future public service.   
There were other players we should not forget.  
These players' have skills that have no equal in the 
field of profanity laced Facebook posts and 
endless diatribe. They attack anyone wishing to 
end the influence of special interests in our 
community..   As they attack and degrade good 
people, they also create a toxic (there's that word 
again) political environment in our town, 
discouraging many good people from considering 
future public service.   
Thank you, Charlene, for the feigned outrage and 
threats.   You never have anything nice to say, but 
folks have come to expect that from you.   
Thank you,  Kim C, for the profanity laced 
comments and constant attacks.   Your shrill 
expletives came through loud and clear for all to 
hear!  
Thank You, Mary K for always having a kind word 
for us and our Mayor, [pun intended].  I've seldom 
felt the need to block people on Facebook, but you 
made the list, along with the others mentioned.  
Thank you,  Steve and Chris, for the constant 
attacks on social media, and in person.  They spoke 
volumes to the voters whom you might have had 
won over to your point of view, only to lose them 
due to your constant derogatory statements. Was 
some of it even legal? 
A very special thanks,  is offered to the election 
committees of Smith, Schinstock, Underwood and 
Nossek. You allowed some of your candidate's 
names to be plastered all over the Payson 
Roundup building with oversized 'in-your-face' 
banners!   These over-the-top ads, and huge, 
oversaturated signage turned off so many voters, 
that even with all of that name recognition, it was 
counter-productive.   "Signs, Signs, everywhere the 
signs".   And on this same note, we cannot fail to 
recognize the Payson Roundup for allowing these 
paid endorsements (or ads as they like to call 
them) to cover the front of their building.  I think it 
compromised the integrity of the newspaper, and 
brought into question whether or not the 
Newspaper is truly an unbiased news source.   I 
think it also opened many eyes, in other ways too!  
Perhaps a learning experience? There are others, 
who pride themselves as being 'agitators' working 

behind the scenes, putting doubts into the minds 
of voters and other members. These folks are now 
beginning to wonder where certain people, with 
some 'behind the scenes activities', fit in, when it 
comes to their own core principles.   It brings into 
question "When has someone, in a unique 
position, gone too far when expressing personal 
beliefs?"  
And a thank you, to Stan, Cliff, and many others in 
your failed recall attempt, your failed appeal to the 
State Supreme Court, and your threat to sue the 
town for over $87 Million.  It opened many eyes.  
If I forgot anyone, please forgive me.   There were 
many of you out there helping us behind the 
scenes, without even knowing it!  My apologies if I 
left any major player, possibly working Behind the 
Curtain, off of the list.   But I am limited in space 
here. 
And now we come to the runoff, for the final 
council seat.   According to Arizona Revised Statute 
(below) and Town ordinance number 904 dated 
September 2018, the process for the runoff, and 
the formula is as follows.... 
ARS: Title 9; Sec 821.01 D [3]   
1. Calculating the total number of actual votes cast for 
all candidates for an office whose names were lawfully 
on the ballot for that office. 
2. Dividing the sum reached pursuant to paragraph 1 of 
this subsection by the number of seats to be filled for 
the office. 
3. Dividing the number reached pursuant to paragraph 
2 of this subsection by two and rounding that number 
to the highest whole number.  
Translation: 
Step 1:  Total of all votes for all 6 candidates:  16,213 
Step 2:  Divide by 3 (number of seats)  5,484.33 
Step 3:  Divide by 2 (= 50%)  2,702.166 
Step 4:  Round to next whole number  2,703 
Jolynn Schinstock received 2,700 - three short of 
being elected in the primary. 
In conclusion, I post this question to all those 
involved in our political process.... 
"Are we to continue with the bitterness and frantic 
assault against good people who may have ideals 
a bit different from our own?   Or will we finally 
come together as a town, to end outside 
interference in our town government, putting 
aside past differences, while working toward a 
new, forward looking future for our community, 
free from outside influence?"   
This can only be done if both sides of the current 
philosophical chasm can find a way to 
compromise and find some middle ground.  
Improving the economic outlook for our 
community. can only be done together, and 
without outside influence.   The runoff needs to be 
an ultimatum of a shared vision for a brighter 

PAGE 3

The General Election for 
Council Seats still pending 

FUN FACT:  Barry Manilow wrote many famous jingles for companies like McDonald’s, State Farm and BandAids.


By Paul Frommelt

http://www.godaddy.com
http://www.toxictom.net/
https://www.toxictom.net
http://%5B1%5D%C2%A0http://paysonaz.gov/Council/agendas/2018/09-27-18-A/H3Ord904.pdf
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928.363.4163
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
@newbeginningsthriftstore-thenook

408 W. Main Street
Payson,  AZ 85541
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FUN FACT:  Websters Dictionary accidentally had a word that didn’t exist in it for five years – “Dord”.

future with specific proposals.   No one can change the past.   What is done, is 
done.  But we can change the future.  Be a part of the solution, instead of part 
of the problem. Remember, this election was close, Very close.  No one side or 
group received a mandate from the people.  Something to remember moving 
forward.  
THIS JUST IN… 
ON HOLD UNTIL 5 PM TODAY, 3 PROVISIONAL BALLOTS: (Type of ballot 
used to collect a vote when there are questions about the voter’s 
identity or ability to vote at that precinct. A provisional ballot is counted 
when the voter’s information is confirmed.) ARE WAITING TO BE 
VERIFIED BY END OF DAY 8/11/20.


UPDATE: It’s unofficial, there will be a run off between Deborah Rose 
and Jolynn Schinstock, however a complaint has been filed against 
Schinstock for obtaining voter information, and going to their HOUSE to 
see how they voted!?!  This just keeps getting better!! 
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fTrump Fires CEO of Tennessee Valley 
Authority for Outsourcing Jobs to Foreign 
Workers After Meeting With U.S. Tech Workers 
[R] What needs to be highlighted here for our 
little town of Payson, is that Trump fired Lyash 
not only for hiring foreign workers instead of 
U.S. citizens, but also because he was 
“ridiculously overpaid”.  Notice the comment 
near the end of the article: “Awesome news! 
The President listens to his base.” 
Wow.  So I’ve heard our Mayor say that he’s 
like a mini-Trump dealing with the deep state, 
and have heard other members of the town 
council give lame excuses for their lack of 
action on what The People have been asking 
for (so I guess that means they don’t really 
‘represent’ The People but their own interests).  
Sorry, Tom, but you’re hardly a Trump.  You 
haven’t been listening to your base on a 
myriad of issues, which means you’re still 
taxing people to buy food to survive (which is 
totally unChristian, unAmerican and probably 
unConstitutional as well as it is ‘taxation 
without representation’ since The People 
didn’t vote for it) as you continue to use that 
pool of $$ to pay ridiculous salaries and 
retirement perks the town really can’t afford to 
overpaid, overcompensated administrators.  
It’s obvious when it comes to having a 
backbone to do right by The People, Trump has 
one … can the same be said of you? 
"Tell me, why should I trade one tyrant 
3000 miles away for 3000 tyrants one 
mile away?” Mather Byles 

It’s obvious for The People in the town of Payson, 
we have far too many self-serving tyrants just one 
mile away … and all of them are raping The 
People’s coffers for themselves … and all of them 
are delusional and think they are justified in their 
raping. 
So do The People ‘respect’ the tyrants that selfishly 
rip them off?  HE** NO!!  Do the tyrants care if The 
People ‘respect’ them?  HE** NO!!! 
They just want the MONEY$$.  And will use all 
corrupted government resources at their disposal 
to get it. 
So this is what it all eventually comes down to: 
“Those who make peaceful revolution 
impossible will make violent revolution 
inevitable.”                John F. Kennedy 
If people given the privilege to be on The People’s 
payroll don’t appreciate and respect that The 
People feed them, clothe them, house them, etc., 
and insist they place themselves above The 
People, then The People have the right to take it 
all away … peacefully or violently if need be.  
Sooner or later the shift will be made because no 
one is born to be another person’s slave. -not a 
slave to the Payson Town Council, not a slave to 
the Payson Police Dept., not a slave to the 
Payson Fire Dept, not a slave to the Payson Legal 
Council, not a slave to anyone.  You give 
yourselves and each other a far better lifestyle 
than most of The People you are paid to serve!!  
What an absolutely disgusting display of 
selfishness in corrupt ‘government’.  And the so-
called ‘justifications’ are nothing but a display of 
a corrupted spirit caught up in its delusions of 
grandeur. 

★ ★ ★ 

Homemade fudge
Italian gelato
Local coffee

618 N Beeline Hwy
Payson, AZ 85541

www.paysonfudge.com

Buy 1 pound of homemade fudge and get a 1/4 pound free!

928.978.0640
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ARIZONA MUSCLE CARS

601 N. BEELINE HIGHWAY
PAYSON, AZ 85541
mike@choiceauto.com

store: 928-468-1970
cell: 602-540-3073
fax: 928.468.1968

www.choiceauto.com

WE BUY CARS!

Mike Kaiser
PRESIDENT/OWNER

The Power is with the 
People they Serve 

FUN FACT:  Albert Einstein had mastered calculus by the tender age of 15.


https://www.infowars.com/trump-fires-ceo-of-tennessee-valley-authority-for-outsourcing-jobs-to-foreign-workers-after-meeting-with-u-s-tech-workers/
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FOOD FOR 
THOUGHT…


The annual salary of the President of the 
United States is $400,000.00 

(no matter who is elected or how well you 
think they perform their job, that is what they 
are paid) 

The population of the entire United States is 
estimated to be 329,277,746. Therefore, the 
cost per person to pay the President’s salary is 
$0.001 per year. 

According to the last census (2010), the 
population of Payson, Arizona is 15,301. 

Now, I don’t think anyone working for the 
Town of Payson bears more responsibility in 
the performance of their duties to The People 
than the President of the United States, and 
shouldn’t be paid more than the President of 
the United States. 

So, based on what we each pay per year for the 
services of the President of the United States, 
no one on the Payson payroll should be paid 
more than $15.30 per year as compensation 
for the performance of their duties to The 
People of the Town of Payson. 

(15,301 x $0.001) 

I hope this begins to bring light to how unfair, 
selfish, and ridiculous the government 
administrative ‘entitlement’ mentality has 
become in small town USA. 

Nancy Pelosi will retire as a Congress 
Person at $174,000 Dollars a year for 
LIFE She will retire as SPEAKER at 
$223,500 a year Plus she will receive 
an additional $193,400 a year for 
when she was Minority Leader, the 
fact that she has become rich while in 
office notwithstanding.  That's 
$803,700 Dollars a year for LIFE 
including FREE medical which is not 
available to us ... the taxpayers.  She 
is just one of the hundreds of 
Senators and Congresspersons that 
float in and out of Congress every 
year! 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

Been getting lots of great info the last 
few days, so I’m sharing it with y'all 
because “knowledge is power” and I 
want you to be in your fullest  as we 
deal with the plethora of fraud, 
selfishness, and deceit all around us. 
Front Line Doctors Speak Out on Covid 
Cures and Misinformation ClickHere 

The video is being taken down 
everywhere, so if the above link 
doesn’t work, a shorter version is Click 
Here (omits Congressman Ralph 
Norman opening remarks). This is the 
Frontline Doctors website, which 
apparently was been taken down today 
also because I watched their vid earlier 
today from their website which is no 
longer online:  Click Here 

The day the video was taken down, the 
Frontline Doctors made a statement to 
the American people the next day: 

Frontline Doctors News Conference 

Click Here  So why hasn’t Fauci and 
the mainstream media reported any of 
following to the American people?: 

Texas Health Task Force Doctor Has 
Found The Cure For COVID-19 

Click Here 

Could the mega-profits (we’re talkin’ 
hundreds of billions) from a vaccine 
have anything to do with Fauci’s and 
Gates’ telling us we have to wait for it? 

Things to consider about the vaccine: 

[BEWARE!] ‘Everyone Should Know 
This Before It’s Too Late’ - We are all in 
trouble  Click Here. More things to 
consider: 

During A Total Collapse, Learn the 
Safest Places to Live in North America 

Click Here What this country needs - at 
every level nationwide - is political 
leaders who are not so interested in 
pandering for re-election as much as 
they are interested in Truth and Serving 

The People in Truth by being willing to 
stand up and say “no” to all the lies 
and hype.  All the governors, mayors, 
and town councils who are going along 
with the lies because it’s ‘politically 
correct’ and ‘safe’ are doing a great 
injustice to not only The People, but 
also the oath they took to uphold and 
defend the U.S.Constitution - SHAME 
ON THEM!! They need to be removed 
from office asap. 

We were warned about sacrificing 
Liberty for ‘safety' and getting neither - 
and now we’re living it!! 

And now for a little bit of humor (I 
don’t think these guys were serious, 
were they?) 

So lv ing the Mask Shor tage in 
Huntington Beach. Click Here 

So it seems a great number (the 
majority?) of The People know the virus 
hysteria is a hoax, so why are 
politicians going along with it?  
Somehow the notion of a politician 
diminishing my Liberty because they 
think it’s their ‘duty’, or they need to in 
order to get re-elected, doesn’t sit well 
with me. 

~ Take care out there, & remember to 
Give Thanks for your Blessings ~ N 
“Once you realize that what you think 
about is the source of your experience 
of reality, then you’ll begin to pay more 
attention to what you’re thinking in any 
given moment.” Dr. Wayne W. Dyer 
"No matter how it ends, it matters how 
you stand.”  LaVoy Finicum 
"The Founding Fathers never intended 
a nation where citizens would pay 
nearly half of everything they earn to 
the government.”   
Dr. Ron Paul 
Click Here     
Click Here 

★ ★ ★ ★ 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Your HOMEWORK 
ASSIGNMENT

FUN FACT:Facebook will track and record nearly everything you do if you browse the web while logged in to your Facebook account.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aiWAaiawgY
https://banned.video/watch?id=5f1fc7a468370e02f29f34cf
https://banned.video/watch?id=5f1fc7a468370e02f29f34cf
https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cY0TH-DTYEI&feature=youtu.be
https://banned.video/watch?id=5f06524a672706002f481047
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBnNxiGTHnQ
https://banned.video/watch?id=5f20bbf268370e02f2a0730b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=320&v=3Q3PSISAZL8&feature=emb_logo
http://nationalstandbymeforliberty.com/
http://onecowboystandforfreedom.com/
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PAGE 7FUN FACT:  Ant queens can live for up to 30 years.


The Payson News has 
been created by citizens of 
Payson who demand the 
TRUTH be told in Payson. If 
there is only one source for 
news, and the reporting is 
completely biased, you’re 
not getting the whole story. 
We feel newspapers have a 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y t o t h e 
community to keep the 
people informed without 
trying to promote an agenda 
for personal gain.  To 
dis inform the publ ic is 
wrong, we have enough fake 
news in this town. What is 
written today is our history 
t o m o r r o w .  I t i s t o o 
important to let one group 
continue to deprive us of 
the truth; thus this 
publication was 
born. 

We check the 
facts, and provide 
the link to the proof so you 
can see it for yourselves. We 
care about our history being 
written with truth and 
integrity.  The people should 
have a voice, and be able to 
question things in our town 
without threats. This is our 
town, it belongs to the 
people. If you would like to 
subscribe and be on the 
email list for The Payson 
News send an email to: 
signup4@thepaysonnews.
com Or if you’d like to 
submit an ad, send an email 
to: 
ads@thepaysonnews.com.  
We ask that you help our 
efforts and get the word out 
to neighbors, friends and 
family.  God Bless. ★ 

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER 
THE POWER IS IN YOU! 

PAST ISSUES CAN BE 
DOWNLOADED HERE: 
http://
www.savepaysonaz.com/
supporting-documents/

ThankYou!
928.468.6116 

carolwattsinpayson@gmail.com      www.youravon.com/cwatts

mailto:carolwattsinpayson@gmail.com
http://www.youravon.com/cwatts
http://www.youravon.com/cwatts
http://www.youravon.com/cwatts
http://www.youravon.com/cwatts
mailto:signup4@thepaysonnews.com
mailto:signup4@thepaysonnews.com
mailto:ads@thepaysonnews.com
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
mailto:signup4@thepaysonnews.com
mailto:signup4@thepaysonnews.com
mailto:ads@thepaysonnews.com
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
http://www.savepaysonaz.com/supporting-documents/
mailto:carolwattsinpayson@gmail.com
http://www.youravon.com/cwatts
http://www.youravon.com/cwatts
http://www.youravon.com/cwatts
http://www.youravon.com/cwatts
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August 17th-20th:  PPRC Rodeo Setup 
August 18th:  Board & Rodeo Chairperson Meeting - 
5:15pm 
August 19th:  WPRA Rodeo Payson Event Center - 6pm 
August 20th:  World’s Oldest Continuous Rodeo Payson 
Event Center- 7pm 
August 21st :  World’s Oldest Continuous Rodeo Payson 
Event Center- 1pm 
August 21st :  Last Day for Ballot Return- 5pm 
August 21st :  World’s Oldest Continuous Rodeo Payson 
Event Center- 7pm 
August 23rd-25th:  PPRC Rodeo Teardown 

For More information: 
 https://www.paysonprorodeo.com/rodeo-101 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

GET YOUR TICKETS HERE: 
  https://www.rodeoticket.com/rodeos/worlds-oldest-

continuous-rodeo/2020/tickets 

PAGE 8The first X-Rated animated movie was Fritz the Cat. It is still the most successful independent animated feature to date.

2020 RODEO Schedule

https://www.paysonprorodeo.com/rodeo-101
https://www.rodeoticket.com/rodeos/worlds-oldest-continuous-rodeo/2020/tickets
https://www.rodeoticket.com/rodeos/worlds-oldest-continuous-rodeo/2020/tickets
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As rodeos try to figure out the new normal and still raise money for what they 
believe in, the CLN team wanted to take a closer look at the folks that host our very 
own, Payson Pro Rodeo. Being on a rodeo committee is a lot of things and it takes 
a lot a special kind of person to be able to commit the time and energy that is 
required of them to put on a show. Putting on a rodeo is like running a well-oiled 
machine, everyone has their part and each part needs to run in order for the show 
to go off without a hitch. We able to ask a few questions to the rodeo committee 
about their jobs and how long they have been volunteering with the Payson Pro 
Rodeo. Take a look! 

We would like to introduce to you, three gentlemen that put their heart and 
soul into this event, as they have been gracious enough to answer a few 
questions about why they do what they do. First, we have John Landino, who is 
the Director of Marketing and Sponsorship Relations, he has been with the 
committee for 20 years. We asked him what his favorite memory was of 
volunteering with the rodeo and this is what he said,   
“I remember helping set up Patriot night and seeing the fans react 
to the tribute to our Fallen, Wounded and Returning Vets – with 
patriotic enthusiasm. There’s nothing quite like it.” 

Next, we had the chance to chat with Dean Bell, he is the official Livestock 
Welfare Coordinator for the Payson Pro Rodeo. He has been volunteering with 
the committee for seven years, we asked him what makes the Payson Pro 
Rodeo so special and his response was. 
Our August rodeo is not only the World’s Oldest Continuous Rodeo, 
it’s one of the only, if not the only, pro rodeo that takes place in the 
Turquoise Circuit that same week. People from all over the state, the 
West and many different parts of the world come here for it. 

We also asked him about what his favorite memory of working the rodeo is, 
and he replied with, “Getting to be a part of the action inside the arena 
again after ten years outta’ the saddle, so to speak, when I retired 
from bronc riding.” 

Now you might be asking yourself, but what does a Livestock Welfare 
Coordinator do? It has become increasingly important to protect the world of 
rodeo and part of that is educating people and protecting the animals as well. 
Animal welfare is a major and ongoing initiative of the PRCA and all its rodeos. 
Not only does the association have rules to ensure the proper care and 
treatment of rodeo livestock, but it also has several veterinary advisory panels 
and periodically hosts educational seminars for veterinarians and rodeo 
industry members. Essentially, Dean is one on the committee that goes above 
and beyond to make sure the animals are taken care of and able to perform at 
tip-top shape.Our last interview we were able to snag was with Wes Still, the 
Secretary of Payson Pro Rodeo Committee. He has spent many years as a 
volunteer off and on and has been a member of the Committee since 2010. 
We asked Wes about what makes the Payson Pro Rodeo so special and his 
response was, ”We are one of the few Committees that produces 
two Annual Rodeos and the only Committee to produce the 
World’s Oldest Continuous Rodeo.” 
Along the same lines, we couldn’t help but ask what Wes’s favorite memory 
was of volunteering with the committee and he recalled a time when he 
was, “Running into the parking lot in a downpour to help park 
cars, while others found cover to dry out and warm up.” 
Article by   Krysta Paffrath August 11, 2020 

Hello Rodeo Fans -We are going to rodeo in August 2020. We are 
planning a full rodeo with Covid-19 precautions. Everyone that comes into the 
rodeo grounds will be required to sign a waiver (Click Here) stating that they have 
not or do not have the virus. Maks will be highly recommended and increased 
cleaning and washing stations will be available.  Buy you tickets now to make sure 
that you have yours as we may have to limit seating.  We have decided to cancel 
our dance this year due to issues with social distancing. 

AUGUST 20, 2020 
GET YOUR TICKETS HERE:  https://www.rodeoticket.com/rodeos/worlds-oldest-

continuous-rodeo/2020/tickets 

Hello RODEO FANS!!

FUN FACT:  The logo on the Red Bull cans are not cattle, but a type of bovine called a “gaur”.
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FOOTNOTES/LINKS 
1. www.godaddy.com 

2. Toxictom.net: https://www.toxictom.net 

3. Trump Fires CEO of Tenn: https://
www.infowars.com/trump-fires-ceo-of-tennessee-
valley-authority-for-outsourcing-jobs-to-foreign-
workers-after-meeting-with-u-s-tech-workers/  

4. A.R.S. Title 9, Section 821-01D: [1] http://
paysonaz.gov/Council/agendas/2018/09-27-18-A/
H3Ord904.pdf 

5. Frontline Doctors Press Conference: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aiWAaiawgY 

6. Frontline Doctors Press Conference: https://
banned.video/watch?
id=5f1fc7a468370e02f29f34cf 

7. Frontline Doctors Website:  https://
www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com 

8. Frontline Doctors News Conference2: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cY0TH-
DTYEI&feature=youtu.be 

9. Frontline Doctors Press Conference: https://
banned.video/watch?
id=5f06524a672706002f481047 

10. Texas Dr. Finds Cure for Covid: https://
banned.video/watch?
id=5f1fc7a468370e02f29f34cf 

11. Beware the Vaxine for Covid: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBnNxiGTHnQ 

12. Beware the Vaccine for Covid: https://
banned.video/watch?
id=5f20bbf268370e02f2a0730b 

13. Strategic Location: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=fBnNxiGTHnQ 

14. Huntington Beach Mask Shortage:  

15. Stand By Me for Liberty: 
NationalStandByMeForLiberty.com 

16. One Cowboy Stand By Me: 
OneCowboyStandForFreedom.com 

17. Strategic Location: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=fBnNxiGTHnQ

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DON’T MISS THE WORLD’S LONGEST CONTINUOUS 
RODEO THIS YEAR AUG. 20, 2020 at the PAYSON 

EVENT CENTER.      www.paysonprorodeo.com

FUN FACT:  Volvo invented the three-point seatbelt, then gave the invention away for free. Not an invention to keep to themselves.
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